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Zero Programming
Zero Maintenance
15 Year Warranty
Anyone can sell a customer an energy saving light fixture at a fair price, but only you can sell that
customer a lighting system that is maintenance free for the life of the fixture when you specify
GPS LightLock.
GPS LightLock with onboard GPS is the world’s only true plug & play, dusk-to-dawn astronomical
timer. It never requires any programming, maintenance or even batteries. It self-recovers from
power outages, there are no time zones or daylight savings time to worry about, and it comes with
a 15 year performance warranty.
Servicing lighting systems is a considerable annual expenditure for every organization.
Programmable timers require servicing every 6 months to 2 years. Photocells don’t even last that
long. With GPS LightLock those servicing costs are eliminated for the life of the fixtures.
Provide your customer a better experience than the competition by specifying GPS LightLock.
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Our most popular controls

Custom builds & configurations available.
View our online catalog: http://www.gpslightlock.com/images/GPS_LightLock_Product_Catalog.pdf
Installation Sheet: http://www.gpslightlock.com/images/Installation_Sheet.pdf
Spec Sheets: http://www.gpslightlock.com/images/GPS_LightLock_Astronomical_Timer_Specifications.zip
Twist-Lock Astronomical Timer 120-277VAC
Model # GPS-MV-T
Installs in under a minute! Switches lights dusk-to-dawn anywhere in the world.
Plug & play, never needs programming, maintenance or even batteries.
Self-recovers from power outages. Direct replacement for twist-lock photocells.
Rated 120-277VAC, 1800VA, Listed UL916.
15 Year Warranty. Made in USA.
Wire-In Astronomical Timer 120-277VAC
Model # GPS-MV-W
Our most popular model. Includes twist-lock astronomical timer plus wire-in
twist-lock socket with industry standard 1/2” NPT female thread.
Direct replacement for all wire-in photocells and programmable timers.
Rated 120-277VAC, 1800VA, Listed UL916.
15 Year Warranty. Made in USA.

Weatherproof Surface Mount Box Kit w/ Bypass On
Model # WPSM-BP-KIT
The most popular way electricians use our controls on contactor cabinets.
Makes periodic testing of the lights as easy as flipping a switch!
Surface mount for easy installation on any wall or pedestal.
Rated 120-277VAC, 1800VA. Listed UL916.
15 Year Warranty. Made in USA.

Controlled Receptacles
Model # CPCR-1R (shown)
Landscape Lighting Timer / Holiday Light Timer. Ready to use, plug & play.
Has 2 outlets. Surface mount for easy installation on any wall or pedestal.
Rated 120VAC, 15A, 1800W. Listed UL916.
15 Year Warranty. Made in USA.
Also available with GFCI, Bypass On or Off, Double Gang configuration, etc.
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